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During the last few years, considerable progress has been made in simulating astrophysical
phenomena in laboratory experiments with high-power lasers. Astrophysical phenomena that have
drawn particular interest include supernovae explosions; young supernova remnants; galactic jets;
the formation of fine structures in late supernovae remnants by instabilities; and the ablation-driven
evolution of molecular clouds. A question may arise as to what extent the laser experiments, which
deal with targets of a spatial scale of;100mm and occur at a time scale of a few nanoseconds, can
reproduce phenomena occurring at spatial scales of a million or more kilometers and time scales
from hours to many years. Quite remarkably, in a number of cases there exists a broad
hydrodynamic similarity~sometimes called the ‘‘Euler similarity’’! that allows a direct scaling of
laboratory results to astrophysical phenomena. A discussion is presented of the details of the Euler
similarity related to the presence of shocks and to a special case of a strong drive. Constraints
stemming from the possible development of small-scale turbulence are analyzed. The case of a gas
with a spatially varying polytropic index is discussed. A possibility of scaled simulations of ablation
front dynamics is one more topic covered in this paper. It is shown that, with some additional












































The general idea of experimental simulation of ast
physical phenomena is very attractive for the obvious reas
at the laboratory we can change at our will characteri
parameters of the system and initial conditions and follow
time history of the event through a significant time segme
Thereby, we can get deeper insights into astrophysical p
lems, help to make a judicial selection between various t
oretical models, and even develop suggestions of the o
mum observation strategy. Recent years have witness
number of experiments in that area~see Refs. 1 and 2 for th
survey!, ranging from galactic jets and supernova~SN! dy-
namics, through measurements of opacities, to determi
equations of state~EOS! required for the theory of the gian
planets.
In this paper we shall limit ourselves to those pheno
ena that can be reasonably well described in the framew
of hydrodynamical equations. Laboratory studies of the
drodynamics of astrophysical objects have been carried
mostly with intense lasers;3–6 some were carried out with
fast Z pinches.7 In what follows, we will concentrate on lase
experiments.
Laser experiments are typically performed with expe
mental objects of the size of a fraction of a millimeter, a
typically last from a few nanoseconds to a few tens of na
seconds, whereas astrophysical phenomena occur at the
tial and temporal scales that are sometimes 15–25 orde



















magnitude larger. A natural question then arises whether
laboratory experiments can actually simulate the astroph
cal phenomena. In this paper we show that the answer to
question is often positive, provided proper scaling relatio
have been established between the two systems.~Of course,
to do that, one should know basic equations describing b
systems.!
Studies of scaling properties and dimensional analysi
physical systems have begun in the XIXth century.8 The
most familiar achievement of that period was establish
the role of the Reynolds number in the hydrodynamics
viscous fluid. Dimensional analysis and similarity theo
reached a mature state by 1910–1920~see, e.g., Ref. 9
where the so-calledP theorem was introduced!. Issues of
dimensional analysis and hydrodynamic similarities ha
been later summarized in a number of texts~e.g., Ref. 10!.
The similarity analysis is indeed a very powerful too
First, if the similarity is well established, it allows one t
make quick predictions regarding the behavior of the sys
with parameters different from those of the system w
which actual experiments have been done. Second, cons
able deviations from a specific group of similarity laws
some areas of the parameter space are indicative of
physical effects~not included in the model for which the
similarity was developed!; hints on the nature of these ne
effects can be obtained from the character of deviations fr
the scaling laws.
In plasma physics, first dimensional analyses of ba
equations were carried out in the pioneering works






























































1805Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Magnetohydrodynamic scaling . . .ter paper the scale invariance of various plasma models
been analyzed@including the magnetohydrodynamic~MHD!
model described by Eqs.~1!, ~4! below#, and scaling laws for
the plasma confinement time in fusion devices has been
tablished for various models, including the MHD model.
In this paper, we shall concentrate on those of the as
physical phenomena that can be adequately described w
a hydrodynamic approximation. They include various sta
of the SN explosion, radiative blast waves, extragalactic j
etc. The first detailed discussion of hydrodynamical scal
between astrophysics and the laboratory was presente
Refs. 14 and 15, and we will base part of our analysis
these papers.
In addition to the scaled laboratory experiment, anot
powerful tool for analyzing hydrodynamical phenomena
astrophysics is numerical simulation. Significant progr
has been made in this area during the last decade. Still
role of a real experiment remains critically important, esp
cially in the areas where complex geometries are involved
where small-scale motions develop. Real experiments
also irreplaceable in providing new insights into subtle ph
ics issues and in stirring the creative imagination of sci
tists.
One should of course remember that there are nume
astrophysical phenomena where the hydrodynamic des
tion does not work, in particular, the ones involving hig
energy particles. We will not touch upon the correspond
problems. The most recent paper discussing possible sc
of these phenomena to the laboratory is that by Drake.16
The plan of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II, similari
properties of the equations of ideal hydrodynamics are
cussed in the context of the initial value problem. A simila
ity that covers a very broad class of motions including sho
wave formation and the transition to hydrodynamic turb
lence has been described~the Euler similarity!. In Sec. III
volumetric radiative losses are included into the picture, a
additional constraints are introduced. In Sec. IV applicabi
conditions of the ideal hydrodynamics are discussed and
potential importance of dissipative processes at small sp
scales is elucidated. In Sec. V, we consider similarity in
hydrodynamics of ablation front, where the surface abso
tion of incident radiation becomes an important factor.
nally, Sec. VI contains a summary.
II. SIMILARITY PROPERTIES OF IDEAL
HYDRODYNAMICS EQUATIONS
A. Euler similarity








































wherev, r, p, andB are the velocity, the density, the pre
sure, and the magnetic field, respectively. The CGS sys
of units is used throughout this paper. We have to supp





wheree is the internal energy per unit volume. This equati
implies that there are no dissipative processes in the fluid
that the entropy of any fluid element remains constant@for
this reason Eq.~2! is sometimes called ‘‘the entropy equa
tion’’ #. We assume that are dealing with a polytropic flu
i.e., with the fluid where the internal energy is proportion
to the pressure,
e5Cp, ~3!
whereC is some dimensionless constant. Note that this
sumption goes beyond the assumption of the ideal gas
particular, it breaks down if internal degrees of freedom c
be excited at higher temperature, or the ionization degree
change. On the other hand, it correctly describes fully io
ized medium, as well as the medium where radiation pr










is a familiar adiabat index. For the fully ionized nonrelati
istic gas it is equal to53; for the gas where the radiatio
pressure is dominant it is equal to43.
Consider the initial value problem for the set of Eqs.~1!
and ~4!. Let us present the initial spatial distributions of th
density, pressure, velocity, and magnetic field in the follo
ing way:
ru t505r* f S rL* D ; pu t505p* gS rL* D ;
~6!
vu t505v* hS rL* D ; Bu t505B* kS rL* D ,
whereL* is the characteristic spatial scale of the proble
and the other quantities marked by the asterisk denote
value of the corresponding parameter in some character
point; the dimensionless functions~vectorial functions! f, g,
h, andk are of order unity. They determine the spatial sha
of the initial distribution. We note that there are five dime
sional parameters determining initial conditions:
L* , r* , p* , v* , B* . ~7!
Let us then introduce dimensionless variables~which we de-










































































When one expresses the set of equations~1! and ~4! in
terms of the dimensionless variables, one finds that this
maintains its form, just all the quantities get replaced by th
analogs bearing the overtilde. Initial conditions presented
the dimensionless variables acquire the form
r̃u t̃ 505 f ~ r̃ !; pu t505g~ r̃ !;
~9!




One sees that dimensionless initial conditions for the t
systems are identical if the dimensionless functionsf, g, h,
and k maintain their form, and two dimensionless para







~here and in the following we use abbreviation ‘‘inv’’ for th
word ‘‘invariant’’ !. In other words, provided these two p
rameters are invariant, and the initial states are geometric
similar ~i.e., the functionsf, g, h, andk are the same!, one
would have the same dimensionless equations and the s
dimensionless initial conditions forany two hydrodynamica
systems, meaning that the systems will evolve identically,
to the scale transformations.
Normally, the similarity arguments are used to ens
that some parameter~of interest in a particular problem! can
be scaled between two systems. This can be, e.g., the hy
dynamic resistance to the body moving in a fluid, or t
energy confinement time in a plasma device~as in Ref. 13!.
We are demanding much more, that the whole dynam
evolution of two systems with properly scaled initial cond
tions be similar.
There are only two constraints on five parameters~7!
determining evolution of the system. For the second syst
one can choose arbitrarily three parameters, say,L* , p* , and
r* and, by choosing the magnitude of the characteristic
locity and the magnetic field so as to maintain conditio
~10!, obtain a system that behaves similarly to the first o
up to the change in the scales. For example, if in the fi
system the density was some function of coordinate




r1S r L2*L1* ,t L2*L1* Ap1* r2*p2* r1* D . ~11!
This similarity was named in Ref. 14 the Euler similarit
and the parameterv* Ar* /p* was named ‘‘the Euler num
ber,’’ Eu. Note that this term is also used to designate
inverse square of our Euler number in the problem of a
drodynamic flow past the body.8
B. Shock waves
It is very important that the Euler similarity covers n



















tions containing shock waves. Assume that in the syste
there exists a shock wave. Then, if one chooses some o
values ofL* , r* , p* , etc., with conditions~10! imposed, one
finds a similarity solution for the system 2 in the zones b
fore and after the shock. Now, one has to check that sh
boundary conditions are invariant if constraints~10! are im-
posed. This will mean that solutions in the system 2 will
indeed similar to the solution in the system 1, with the sho
included. The invariance of the shock boundary conditio
can be checked directly. Details can be found in Ref. 15.
therefore conclude that indeed the Euler similarity allows
the presence of the shocks.
C. Strong drive
There is a special case of a strong drive that can often
met both in the astrophysical objects~like SN explosions!
and in corresponding laboratory experiments, and for wh
a very broad similarity holds.14 Assume that there is a syste
with an arbitrarily distributed initial density and pressure a
initial velocities of the order of the sound velocities or les
Assume then that a planar~cylindrical, spherical! piston is
moved into the system with a velocitymuch greaterthan the
initial sound ~and Alfvén! velocity. Considering as an ex
ample a spherical piston, we can describe its motion by
equation
r 5L* qpS tt* D , ~12!
wheret* is the characteristic time of the piston motion~the
time within which it is displaced by the distance;L* ); the
dimensionless functionqp ~with subscript ‘‘p’’ standing for
the ‘‘piston’’! is of order of unity. The initial density distri-
bution will as before beru t505r* f (r /L* ), with the func-
tion f being of the order of unity.
The strong shock propagating in front of the pist
brings the plasma to a new state; the characteristic pres
in this new state is
p* ;r* L* 2/t* 2, ~13!
and characteristic velocity is
v* ;L* /t* . ~14!
This state is essentially independent of either pressure
velocity, or the magnetic field in front of the shock, provide
they are small enough, as indicated at the beginning of
section~we will return to this issue at the end of this section!.
If one takes the other system, with the scale factors* ,
L* , andr* arbitrarily changed but with the functionsf in Eq.
~6! andqp in Eq. ~12! remaining the same~i.e., initial density
distributions are geometrically similar, as are temporal
pendencies of the piston position!, the two systems behav
similarly. For example, if in the system 1 characterized
scaling factorsL1* , t1* , andr1* , the density isr1(r ,t), then



































































1807Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Magnetohydrodynamic scaling . . .There is no need to impose either of the two constra
~10!: the first is satisfied automatically, because of Eqs.~13!
and ~14!; the second is unimportant because the magn
field does not affect the strong shock~if, as we assume, the
initial Alfvén velocity is much less than the shock velocity!.
In other words, all the characteristic parameters~t* , L* , r* ,
andB* ) can be varied independently, and still the similar
does exist. This very broad similarity can be extended
include the case where the piston surface deforms in an
bitrary fashion during the piston motion; to do that, o
should just describe a piston by the general equation fo
surface evolving with time:F(r /L* ,t/t* )50, Fig. 1. We
still need the substance to be polytropic, at least behind
shock~for strong shocks, the shocked state depends only
the polytrope index of the shocked substance!.
Although the magnetic field does not have a dynami
effect on the strong shock, its spatial structure behind
shock might be still interesting, e.g., in the problem of co
mic rays diffusion. To have the field structures be similar
is sufficient to require that the initial magnetic field in th
two systems obeys the last of Eqs.~6!, with the same dimen-
sionless functionk. The scaling factorB* can be chosen
arbitrarily, with the only caveat that the field should be sm
in both systems, in the sense that the Alfve´n velocity is much
less than the piston velocity. If one wants not only the spa
structure but also the amplitude of the magnetic field to
scaleable, one should impose a constraintB* /Ar* 5 inv.
Finally, let us discuss a situation where the density a
pressure nonuniformities in the initial state have the spa
scale, which is smaller than the distanceL* that the piston
travels within the timet. Let the length scale of the densit
distribution beaL* , with a,1. What we need in order to
apply the strong drive similarity is that the plasma in front
the shock would not change its spatial distribution prior
the shock arrival. This means that the initial sound and
fvén velocities must be much less thanL* /t ~not just than
the shock velocityL* /t). If this condition is not satisfied
then we have to apply the general similarity of Sec. II A.
For the case of a cylindrical shock, what we call t
strong-drive similarity has been established in numer
simulations of Ref. 17. A strong shock would fall on th
rippled ~in the r 2u plane! interface of two gases to produc



















a Richtmyer–Meshkov instability. At high-enough Mac
numbers (M.10) the shape of the perturbations taken at
same instant of a ‘‘dimensionless’’ time were independen
the Mach number.
D. Varying composition
So far, we have looked at the system with a unifo
composition. It may, however, be interesting to conside
polytropic fluid of a varying composition. This would sho
itself up in that the coefficientC in Eq. ~3! will be now
varying in space, following the varying composition. For t
case of a short mean-free path, the mutual diffusion of
species can be neglected~see more details in Sec. IV!, so that
every parcel of the mixture is advected with its value ofg







The set of equations~1!, ~4! remains unchanged by a
lowing the adiabat indexg to be a function of coordinates in
the initial state; the further evolution ofg is described by Eq.
~16!.
The similarity between two systems is preserved p
vided the initial distributions ofg in both systems are geo
metrically similar. The case of an interface between two s
stances can be considered as a limiting case of the gen
problem, with a stepwise change of the coefficientg on the
interface.
In the laboratory experiments it is common to use s
eral layers of different materials to build an experimen
package. It is therefore important that these materials co
be described by power-law adiabats reasonably well, th
by approximating adiabat equations of an astrophys
problem.
E. A SN explosion and the corresponding laboratory
experiment
As an example of applying aforementioned scaling co
siderations to a specific problem, we describe laboratory
periments directed toward simulation of the Rayleigh
Taylor ~RT! instability of the transitional zone between th
helium and the hydrogen shell of the exploding type II s
pernova. To be specific, we consider the recent SN198
for which there exists a large amount of observational da
as well as results of numerous computer simulations~see,
e.g., survey papers!.18,19
The shock wave generated by the impulsive energy
lease in the core reaches the He–H transition zone in a
500 s. We are concerned with the hydrodynamic evolution
the transition zone after the passage of the shock. Bec
the hydrogen layer~situated outside the helium layer! has
been strongly heated by the shock, the pressure gradie
directed outward, whereas the density gradient is direc
inward~as helium is denser than the hydrogen!. The effective
gravitational acceleration,g[“p/r is directed outward; it is
many times greater than the real gravitational accelera




















































1808 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Ryutov et al.Rayleigh–Taylor instability, which is thought to cause mi
ing of the material constituting various layers
supernova20,21 and that is therefore of a significant intere
for the laboratory experiment.
In the laboratory experiment, this situation is simulat
by driving a shock wave through a package that contains
interface between copper and plastic layers. The sh
comes from the copper side. Spatial distributions of plas
pressure and density at the timet52000 s in the SN andt
520 ns in the laboratory experiment are shown in Fig
taken from Ref. 14~simulations were performed by Kane!.
One sees that spatial distributions of the characteristic qu
tities look similar to each other. Imposing initial perturb
tions on the copper–plastic interface, one can then be co
dent that their further evolution will be similar in bot
systems~in the supernova, the perturbations are though
appear because of a pre-existing convection!.
Table I contains characteristic parameters of the two s
tems. We do not include the magnetic field, because its
namic effect is thought to be negligible. We define the len
scaleL* as a width of the density peak at half-maximum
and the characteristic velocity asL̇* . The characteristic den
sity and pressure are taken in the middle points between
density jumps.
One can consider the states illustrated by Fig. 2 as in
states for the further evolution of the two systems. They
to a good accuracy geometrically similar. Constructing
Euler numbers for the two systems, one finds that they
close to each other~Table I!. Therefore, according to th
analysis of Sec. II A, the further evolution of the two syste
will occur in a similar manner.
Creating a ‘‘good’’ initial state is probably the mos
challenging part of the laboratory experiment. The shock
driven by the ablation pressure from the irradiated side of
target. One has to adjust the composition and thicknesse
the layers constituting the experimental package, as we
the temporal dependence of the laser drive to achiev
‘‘good’’ initial state. As soon as it has been created, t
further evolution of the region near the interface will b
similar to the evolution of the astrophysical counterpart d
ing some time period, before hydrodynamic perturbatio
from the other interfaces~e.g., the rarefaction wave from th
outer surface of the experimental package! return and violate
the similarity. Despite the difficulty of this problem, there a
many successful examples produced in the simulations~e.g.,
Ref. 22!.
TABLE I. Comparing parameters of a SN 1987a plasma in the He–H t
sition layer and parameters of the laboratory experiment.
Parameter SN1987a Laboratory experiment
L* , cm 931010 5.331023
v* , cm/s 23107 1.33105
r* , g/cm3 7.531023 4.2


























In the situations where the plasma is optically thin an
at the same time, radiation losses are significant on the t
scale of hydrodynamic motion, the energy sink terms sho




where Qrad5Qrad(p,r) is the power radiated per unit vol
ume. If the medium becomes optically thick, then the h
transport has to be described by a diffusion-type equat
We return to the scaling in this case in Sec. IV.
For the problem described by Eq.~17!, the difficulty in
establishing similarity between the astrophysics and the la
ratory lies in that, generally speaking, for an extremely bro
range of variation ofp andr that we encounter when scalin
between astrophysics and the laboratory, the radiation po
is some complex function of these arguments, not necess
of a power-law type. If, however,Qrad can be approximated
by a power-law function in some astrophysical object, a
-
FIG. 2. Hydrodynamic solution for the supernova and the laboratory exp
ment: spatial profiles of the pressure and the density for the SN at 20
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1 ṽ"“̃ p̃1g p̃“̃"ṽ
52~g21!AL* p* a123/2r* a211/2p̃a1r̃a2. ~19!
Therefore, two systems behave similarly if, in addition
constraints~10!, one more constraint is satisfied:
AL* p* a123/2r* a211/25 inv. ~20!
We allow for the possible change of the coefficient A b
tween two systems~power indicesa1 and a2 must be the
same!.
The appearance of the additional constraint~20! reduces
the freedom in selecting parameters of the laboratory exp
ment. Now only two of the parameters can be chosen a
trarily, e.g., the spatial scale and the density. To keep
power indicesa1 and a2 in the laboratory experiment a
close as possible to those in an astrophysical object, one
adjust the composition of the matter in the laboratory exp
ment.
B. Experiments with radiating jets relevant to
astrophysics
Astrophysical jets are generated by a variety of sour
and cover many orders of magnitude in their spatial exte
from thousands of parsecs in case of galactic jets23 to a frac-
tion of parsec in the case of jets originating from you
nonstationary stars and associated with so-called Herb
Haro ~HH! objects~e.g., Ref. 24!. We discuss here exper
mental simulation of the latter group of jets. It is believ
that these jets originate from nonstationary stars and p
into the ambient medium at a supersonic speed; radia
losses from the jet and shocked ambient plasma are beli
to be an important term in the energy balance. Relevant
oretical analyses can be found, e.g., in Refs. 25 and 26.
Nonradiating jets have been studied in a great dea
detail in the laboratory~e.g., Ref. 27 and references therein!.
The first steps directed to generating radiative jets were
ported in Refs. 28 and 29. In these two experiments radia
jets were generated by ablating hot plasma from the in
side of the conical surface, so that the ablated material wo
collapse on the cone axis and be ejected away from the a
In the case of jets made of heavier elements, like Au,
radiation from the dense core was significant,28,29 whereas
for lighter materials, like Al, the radiation was weak.29 Just
this fact shows the degree of control that experimental
can exercise over the critical parameters that influence
astrophysical phenomena. The cooling parameter, define
the ratio of the radiative cooling time for the jet core over t
time within which jet advances by a distance equal to
radius, was in the range;1 ~for Au!, i.e., in the range cor-



























29, a clear trend to generating narrower jets when us
heavier, more strongly radiating materials was found,
agreement with the picture in which the on-axis implosi
leads to a strong radiative cooling and corresponding str
ger contraction for heavier materials.
One should note that jets generated in Refs. 28 and
were propagating essentially to a vacuum, whereas HH
propagate into the ambient material with a non-negligi
density~often even exceeding the jet density!. The next step
would be to add this ingredient to the laboratory experime
To make experiments directly scaleable, one also need
make sure that the cooling rateQrad is a power-law function
of p andr. In the limited range ofp andr covering an order
of magnitude variation, a power-law approximation is a re
sonable fit to cooling rate in HH jets.30 It has not been tried
yet to match these power-law dependencies in the co
sponding laboratory experiments; this may be possible b
proper choice of the jet composition and velocity~which sets
the temperature scale!.
In addition to laser experiments, radiative jets can
generated also in experiments with fast Z pinches~see the
survey in Ref. 31!. In one approach, one places a hole in o
of the electrodes at the ends of the pinch, producing a je
causing ejection of the pinch material through the hole~s e
Figs. 8 and 9 in Ref. 31!. In another approach,7 one uses a
conical wire array, causing the plasma that is blown off t
wires to be assembled on axis and then ejected. This
been demonstrated to produce radiatively cooling jets
likely astrophysical relevance.7
IV. THE ROLE OF TRANSPORT PROCESSES
A. Collisionality
A necessary condition for the validity of the equations
the ideal hydrodynamics is a sufficiently small mean-fr
path ~mfp! of electrons and ions and, in the case where
radiation pressure is important, also of photons. The elec
and ion mfp in a fully ionized plasma is determined by Co
lomb collisions, whereas the photon mfp is determined
Compton scattering and inverse bremsstrahlung.
1. Particle localization
In some astrophysical objects the Coulomb mean-f
path is greater than the characteristic length scale. For
ample, if one considers propagation of the blast wave fr
the SN explosion into a low-density plasma surrounding
star, one usually meets just this situation. In the case of
1987A the characteristic density and temperature at
distance of 3 1016cm23 are 60 cm23, and 33104 eV,
respectively.14 Therefore, the mean-free path is three ord
of magnitude greater than the distance to the SN. At fi
sight, this precludes one from using the hydrodynamical
cription. Still, hydrodynamic equations are widely used
this case, because it is believed that the mean-free pa
e tablished by the random magnetic field. A very weak m
netic field is required to make the ion gyroradius orders
magnitude smaller than the characteristic length scale~e.g., a
magnetic field of 1mG makes the 30 keV proton gyroradiu







































































1810 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Ryutov et al.eral situation, where the mean-free path is determined b
entangled magnetic field, Drake has suggested the t
‘‘localization.’’ 14 When applying hydrodynamic equation
we mean that localization is strong.
2. Radiation entrainment
When the radiation pressure is important, as it is, e.g.
the case of exploding SN, the set of hydrodynamic equati
~1! and ~4! can be used only if radiation is strongly couple
with the matter. We briefly discuss here an issue of the
diation entrainment, assuming that, although the radia
pressure may be dominant, the mass density of the syste
still determined by the ions. This implies thatr entering
equations~1! is the particle mass density, not the equivale
radiation mass density 4sT4/c3, where s is the Stefan–
Boltzmann constant; the opposite case would correspon
very low particle mass densities. A number the astrophys
objects mentioned in the Introduction satisfy this assum
tion.
For a short enough mean-free path of the photons,
radiation is strongly coupled to the matter so that the aver
velocity of the photons in the Planckian distribution is equ
to the hydrodynamic velocityv of the particles. Accordingly,
if a certain parcel of the gas is, say, compressed, the radia
filling this parcel is also dragged into compression and
radiation pressure merely follows Eq.~4! with g54/3 ~be-
cause, for the radiation,p5e/3). In the case of the He–H
transition layer in the SN 1987a, a typical photon mean-f
path ~determined in this case by Compton scattering! is less
than 103 cm, whereas the characteristic spatial scale of, s
density variation is;1011cm. The coupling is, therefore
very strong and the use of the Euler equations withg543 is
well justified.
B. Transport of heat, momentum, and matter
Normally, the condition that the mean-free path is ve
small compared to the length scale of the problem me
also that the transport processes are slow and cause o
small correction to the ideal magnetohydrodynamics~MHD!.
Consider, for example, the effect of the thermal conducti
The time for the heat to spread over the area with the c
acteristic length scaleL* is on the order ofL* 2/x, wherex
is the thermal diffusivity. The characteristic time of the h
drodynamic motions in the initial value problem
L* Ar* /p* ~in the initial value problem for the compressib
fluid, it is natural to assume that the characteristic velocity
of the order of the sound speed!. The ratio of the two forms





If the Peclet number is large, the effect of the thermal dif
sivity is small. For the viscous momentum transport the sa
role is played by the familiar Reynolds number. In the init
value problem, the velocity field varies with time. We choo
as a characteristic velocity the quantityAp* /r* , which is of
































The role of the interspecies diffusion can be characterized
a dimensionless parameter (L* /D)Ap* /r* , analogous to
~21! and ~22!, with D being the interspecies diffusion coe
ficient. This parameter is sometimes called the Peclet m
number and denoted as Pem .
Transport coefficientsx, n, andD are proportional to the
mean-free path. So, indeed, the smallness of the mean
path would usually mean an insignificant role of transp
processes~i.e., large values of Pe and Re!.
C. Small spatial scales
It would be, however, premature to assume that, if
plasma is strongly collisional, transport processes can be
versally neglected. In a number of cases, the motion on
scale much smaller thanL* becomes important. This ma
occur in the case of instabilities of sharp interfaces, or wh
the system becomes strongly turbulent and develops sm
scale vortices through the cascading process. We will disc
this issue in the context of viscous effects in the Rayleig
Taylor instability of accelerated fluid in the exploding supe
nova, in the transition layer between the helium and hyd
gen shells, whose thickness sets the characteristic scaleL* of
this specific problem. An analysis of viscous effects in
broad variety of settings can be found in Refs. 32 and 33
We assume that the unperturbed motion is a spheric
symmetric radial expansion. The characteristic velocity
this motion isAp* /r* and the characteristic time scale is
t* ;L* Ar* /p* . ~23!
Dividing the first by the second, one finds the characteris
accelerationa* ;p* /r* L* . Then, the perturbation with a
length scale|!L* has a growth rateG;Aa* /L* . The char-
acteristic time of viscous dissipation on the scale| is tvisc
;|2/n. The viscosity will strongly affect perturbations wit
Gtvisc,1, i.e., perturbations with the length scale smal
than some critical value|visc5(L* n
2/a* )1/4. Recalling the
expression fora* and using the definition~22! for the Rey-




Therefore, even if the Reynolds numbers in both t
astrophysical object and its laboratory counterpart are la
the relative value of the scale where the model of the id
fluid breaks down may be different~unless the Reynolds
numbers are just equal, which seems to be not very pr
able!. Note, however, that for the values of Reynolds nu
bers mentioned in Sec. II E the viscous effects appear onl
very short scales, orders of magnitude smaller than the
bal scale.
Consider now larger-scale perturbations, with the len
scale approachingL* . Such perturbations are thought to pla
the most important role in the gross mixing of the fluid. A
the linear stage of their growth, viscous effects are ne







































































1811Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Magnetohydrodynamic scaling . . .nonlinear stage, with a well-developed structure of bubb
and spikes, shear flows with relative velocity of order of t
characteristic velocityAp* /r* develop within the time;t*
@Eq. ~23!#. The Reynolds number for this flow is rough
equal to the global Reynolds number~22! and is typically
much higher than the critical Reynolds number for the on
of the shear flow instability. After several turnaround tim
of large-scale vortices, i.e., after a fewt* , smaller-scale vor-
tices appear. If one assumes the Kolmogorov model of
turbulence, the vortices with some scale| appear within the
time ;t* ln(L* /|). Viscous dissipation ‘‘turns on’’ when




This takes time;t* ln Re, which is in the examples consid
ered in Sec. II E roughly speaking an order of magnitu
longer than the characteristic timet* ;L* Ar* /p* .
In other words, the Euler similarity~with dissipative
terms neglected! will correctly describe an early stage of th
instability, until small-scale vortices with|;|diss are
formed. During this early stage there is no need to make
assumptions about the turbulent viscosity, introduce R
nolds stresses, and other approximate ways of descrip
the Euler equations correctly describe this stage, includ
the formation of smaller-scale vortices. In a number of cas
including the SN explosion and its laboratory simulation, t
means that essentially the whole physical process is corre
described by Euler equations, with viscosity neglect
within the time;t* ln Re the system already reaches a ve
different state of a strong mix.
It is interesting however to assess an issue of what wo
happen later in time, were there a need to study this l
evolution. The question is to what extent will behavior of t
two systems be similar at the larger scales if Reynolds n
bers@defined according to Eq.~22!#, though very large, are
different in the two systems~meaning that relative values o
the dissipative scales are different!. One can argue that th
differences on the global scale will be not very large; th
will probably appear in the terms of order of ln Re, or
terms that depend on Re even weaker. The reason for
hypothesis is that in a number of relevant problems exha
tively studied experimentally the situation is just this. E
amples include the turbulent pipe flow~e.g., Ref. 34! and a
turbulent flow past a body at high Reynolds number~see
Refs. 35–37 for excellent pictures of such flows in a bro
range of Reynolds numbers!.
In the case of a compressible turbulence, where the
netic energy of the gas is comparable to its thermal ene
the dissipation produced in small vortices has to be retai
in the energy equation. Indeed, the energy equation with































where, for completeness, we have introduced also the b
viscosityn1 , which for the gases is usually of the order ofn.
One can check that, for well-developed turbulence with
Kolmogorov spectrum, the main contribution to the visco
dissipation comes from the scales determined by Eq.~25!.
Assuming that velocity at the global scale is of the order
sound velocitys, one finds that the velocityvdiss at dissipa-
tive scales is of the order ofs(|diss/L* )
1/3. Estimating the
viscous terms on the rhs of Eq.~26! as Qvisc
;nr(vdiss/|diss)
2, one finds that, not surprisingly for the de
veloped turbulence,Qvisc does not depend on the viscosity
the Reynolds number:Qvisc;rs
3/L* . This simple estimate
supports our hypothesis that the large-scale features of
motion are only weakly affected by the Reynolds numb
provided it is very large.
This is not to say that small-scale vortices cannot hav
significant global effect. One possible example is the m
lecular mixing. If one has a system where the elemental co
position varies on the global scale, the mutual diffusion o
the global scale would take a very long time, roughly spe
ing, the mass Peclet number~Sec. IV B 2! times the hydro-
dynamic timeL* /s. The turbulence brings parcels of flui
with a different composition close to each other, and dif
sion smoothes the composition within a very short time,34,38
of the order of a few hydrodynamic turnaround times. This
particularly important in the systems with reacting comp
nents, where they were initially spatially separated. T
other example is molecular mixing of the reacting mater
and reaction products, which may lead to a decrease of
overall reaction rate. The latter example is relevant to
physics of type I supernovae explosions, which are belie
to be driven by thermonuclear burn.39 All in all, in the dis-
cussion of this section we show that the issues of the role
smaller scales need a careful approach.
D. Magnetic diffusion
In astrophysical plasmas the parameter beta,b
58pp/B2, which measures the ratio of the plasma press
to the magnetic pressure, can vary in a broad range.
example, in our Sun beta is typically much greater than 1
the solar interior, and is less than 1 in the upper chrom
sphere and lower corona. In more distant objects one
also meet bothb.1 andb,1 cases. If there occurs a thre
dimensional ~3-D! contraction of a conducting medium
driven by gravitational forces@or photoablative pressure, a
is the case in some gaseous nebulas~Sec. V B!#, the density
scales as 1/r 3, and the pressure of a monatomic gas scale
(1/r 3)5/351/r 5. Conservation of the magnetic flux yield
1/r 2 dependence of the magnetic field and 1/r 4 dependence
of the magnetic pressure. Therefore, at a high-enough c
pression ratio the gaseous pressure becomes higher tha
magnetic pressure, and theb.1 case is realized. Compres




























































1812 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Ryutov et al.of a high-b plasma because the magnetic field increase
proportion with density and remains finite even at the infin
Mach number, while the gaseous pressure in a strong sh
increases as the square of the Mach number. On the o
hand, if the gas strongly radiates and loses the thermal
ergy, the magnetic pressure may become dominant~b,1!.
Experiments with high-intensity lasers provide an opp
tunity for the studies of a high-b plasma, because of the hig
plasma densities involved. By immersing an experimen
package into a bias magnetic field, one can create a w
defined initial situation, which would then evolve accordi
to Eqs.~1! and ~4!.
The third equation of the set~1! corresponds to a per
fectly conducting plasma, i.e., to a perfect line tying, wh
the magnetic field lines are ‘‘glued’’ to liquid particles. F
nite plasma resistivity leads to the appearance of the m
netic diffusion. The magnetic diffusion coefficient,DM , is
related to the plasma resistivity,h, by the equationDM
5c2h/4p. The arguments identical to those used in the d
cussion of viscous friction and thermal conduction in S
IV B show that the magnetic diffusion is small if the dime
sionless parameter,
ReM[sL* /DM , ~27!
which we call the magnetic Reynolds number, is mu
greater than 1. Note that in this definition, as well as in
definition of the Reynolds and Peclet numbers, we use
sound speeds as a characteristic velocity.
Under the astrophysical conditions, the magnetic R
nolds number is extremely large, due to very large spa
scales involved. For example, for the hydrogen plasma w
the temperature;0.1 eV, at the scale typical for the Herbig
Haro jets (L* ;1017cm), it is of the order of 1015. Reaching
such values of ReM in the laboratory experiments with lase
driven targets is very difficult if not impossible. On the oth
hand, reaching the values ReM@1 is possible~Fig. 3!. A key
parameter is the plasma temperature. Its increase obvio
is facilitated by using more powerful lasers. Note that t
collisional mean-free path in these experiments is very sh



















and the density is high, so that the Ohm’s law can be use
its simplest single-fluid version,j5s(E1vÃB/c). This is a
unique feature of high-energy density experiments compa
to their magnetic fusion energy~MFE! counterparts. Among
specific problems that might be studied in such experime
are magnetic reconnections and a magnetic dynamo in h
beta regimes. Lower-beta regimes of reconnection are m
easily accessible for MFE-type devices, which have alre
been successfully used for this purpose~e.g., Ref. 40!.
V. SIMILARITIES IN THE EVOLUTION OF ABLATION
FRONTS
A. Scaling for the ablatively driven hydrodynamics
When intense radiation falls on a boundary of semisp
filled with the radiation-absorbing matter, evaporatio
ionization of the surface layers begins, and a gas flow
rected away from the surface forms~ablation flow!. Because
of a ‘‘rocket effect,’’ the matter in front of the ablation zon
experiences acceleration in the opposite direction. This
ting can be met in a number of astrophysical problems
particular, in the problem of photoevaporated molecu
clouds.41 Among many physical effects accompanying ph
toevaporation, there is Rayleigh–Taylor~RT! instability of
the ablation front:41,42 since the density of the ablated mat
rial is smaller than the initial density of the matter, one fin
here a classical setting for this instability in the frame c
moving with the ablation front~the effective gravity accel-
rationg is directed from the heavy to the light fluid!.
We discuss the scaling laws in the ablation front pro
lem for one of the possible models of radiation absorpti
Assume that the incident radiation at a large distance fr
the ablation front forms a plane-parallel flow and choose
propagation direction as axisz ~directed against the radiatio
flow, Fig. 4!. We do not assume that the averaged bound
is normal to the directionz. We assume that the time fo
establishing the ionization equilibrium in any particular vo
ume is short compared to the characteristic time of the
drodynamic motion. Then, the extinction coefficient depen
on the instantaneous values of the temperature and den
or, equivalently, on the instantaneous values of the pres
FIG. 4. Geometry of the photoevaporation front~boldfaced curved line!.
Thin arrows directed oppositely to the axisz depict the incident radiation,c



































































1813Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Magnetohydrodynamic scaling . . .and density:k5k(p,r). Simple scaling is possible ifk has a
power law dependence on its arguments,
k5Aabsp
z1rz2. ~28!
The powerQabs absorbed per unit volume isQabs5kI ,
whereI is the radiation intensity. It is convenient to norma
ize I to the intensityI ` at a large distance from the ablatio
front, atz→`, I 5JI` , whereJ is a dimensionless intensity
The intensityI ` generally speaking, depends on time, so t
I `5I *̀ FS tt* D , ~29!
whereF is a dimensionless function of order one, andI *̀ and





The boundary condition is thatJ becomes 1 atz→`, where
absorption vanishes.






Introducing dimensionless variables~8! into Eqs. ~30! and
~31!, one finds that two systems would be described by
same set of dimensionless equations if three additional@to













One sees that the system becomes significantly more
strained than the set of Euler equations alone.
To make things worse, the model described by E
~29!–~31! misses two potentially significant physical effec
First, it does not include effects related to the change of
ionization state of the gas and, therefore, does not desc
the corresponding deviations from the polytropic equation
state. Second, it ignores the fact that the ionizing radiat
generally speaking, has a broad spectrum; each spectra
terval has its own functionk5k(p,r), so that the system
immediately becomes overconstrained. Still, even a sim
model ~29!–~31! catches gross features of the phenomen
and should correctly describe its overall morphology.
B. A model with strong photoabsorption and large
density contrast
There are situations, however, where the realistic sca
is possible without introducing too many additional co
straints. Those are the situations where the characteristic
sorption length of the radiation, 1/k, is much less than the
other spatial dimensions, and where, simultaneously, the
ized ablation flow has a small density and is transparen
the incoming radiation. In the case of the Eagle nebula,


















lecular hydrogen the value of 53104 cm23, and noting that
the characteristic photoabsorption cross section
;10218cm23, one finds that the absorption occurs at t
scale;231013cm, which is four to five orders of magni
tude smaller than the characteristic dimensions of the in
cloud~see Refs. 43–45 for more information!. Also, the den-
sity of the ablated material is at least 50 times less than
cloud density, and it is almost fully ionized~this is what
makes so strong a drop in the absorption coefficient!. A den-
sity contrast of 50 could severely test numerical codes.
Considering a cloud with a sharp boundary, one can
that the ablation pressure is acting on this boundary. T
velocity at which the ablation front erodes the cloud is ve
slow compared to the velocity of the shock launched into
cloud, and can be neglected.46 ~This, by the way, makes neg
ligible the ablative stabilization of the RT modes of intere
for the Eagle nebula evolution!.46 Therefore, we arrive at the
problem where the effect of ablation can be described as
ablation pressure acting on the boundary of the cloud. In
case of the Eagle nebula, the ablation pressure is m
higher than the initial pressure of the molecular gas, so
the ‘‘strong drive’’ case can be applied. Let us approxima




wherec is an angle between the axisz and the local normal
to the surface~Fig. 4!. In a strong-drive case, initial pressu
and initial velocity can be considered as negligibly sma
Then, following the line of reasoning identical to the on
described in Sec. II C, one concludes that the similarity






wherepabl* [Aabl(I *̀ )
z3, and t* is the parameter that enter
Eq. ~29! and characterizes the temporal dependence of
incident radiation. If condition~34! holds between two sys
tems, the astrophysical system and its laboratory counter
then all the other parameters of these two systems are re
just by simple scale transformations, e.g., the pressure sc
aspabl* , the characteristic time scales asL* Ar* /pabl* , etc. It
goes without saying that the initial density distributio
should be geometrically similar.
In the astrophysical photoevaporation problems, one
meet a situation where the shock-heated material of the
lecular cloud quickly loses energy due to radiative coolin
mostly in rotational molecular transition in the millimete
range~e.g., Ref. 47!. In such cases additional constraints
the type discussed in Sec. III A have to be imposed. In w
follows, we assume that radiative losses from the cloud
terior are insignificant.
In Table II, we present characteristic values of the p
rameters typical for the Eagle nebula cloud, and those o
possible laboratory experiment. The density in the laborat
experiment is that of a typical plastic. The parameters of
laboratory experiment are chosen in such a way as to m
















































































1814 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Ryutov et al.has of course to check whether the adiabat withg575 is a
good approximation for the material used in the laborat
experiment.
Fortuitously, there already exist data from laser ablat
experiments obtained in the regimes not very different fr
those presented in Table II.48 An exhaustive study of the
radiation transport and ablation front structure for conditio
close to those of Ref. 7 have been carried out in Ref 49
experiments48 the density of the ablated material was inde
small compared to the density of the initial foil. Absorptio
in these experiments occurs in a relatively narrow layer
required by our model. Ablative stabilization4,50 plays a role
only for short wavelengths,|,6 mm, whereas the range o
wavelengths studied was up to|515 mm. It is interesting to
note that the structure of well-developed RT perturbatio
observed in Ref. 48 is very similar to the so-called ‘‘elepha
trunks’’ observed in the Eagle nebula@see Fig. 2~c! of that
paper and Fig. 2 of Ref. 44#.
There is a special case of the similarity considered in
subsection: the case where the radiation flux turns on
stepwise manner att50, and then stays constant. In th
case, even constraint~28! disappears, and all the paramete
of the simulation experiment~of which there remain only
three,pabl* , r* , andL* ) can be chosen arbitrarily. The tem
poral scale of the process is defined by the second equali
Eq. ~8!, with p* replaced bypabl* .
In Eq. ~33! we have retained the dependence of the
ergy flux ~and, accordingly, of the ablation pressure! on the
anglec between the normal to the surface and the direct
in which radiation propagates. This dependence, forc;1,
gives rise to strong modification of the RT instability:51 the
growth rate of surface ripples becomes strongly depend
on the propagation direction relative to the plane of in
dence; unlike the RT instability, ripples propagate with
finite phase velocity along the surface. This modified ins
bility was called in Ref. 51 ‘‘Tilted Radiation,’’ or TR insta
bility. For wavelengths shorter than the thickness of the fl
plate (kL* .1) the growth rate~Im v! and the frequency




A11A11L* 2k2 sin2 c cos2 q, ~35!
Rev5Agk
2
AA11L* 2k2 sin2 c cos2 q21, ~36!
whereq is the angle between the wave vector of the pert
bation and the plane of incidence. Reference 51 specu
that, in the nonlinear stage, this instability may lead to
TABLE II. Comparing parameters of the Eagle nebula and parameters
possible laboratory experiment.
Parameter Eagle nebula Possible laboratory experime
L* , cm 1018 631023
pabl* , dyn/cm
2 531029 1013
r* , g/cm3 1.5310219 1.3




















formation of blobs of a matter detached from the surface
the cloud and traveling along the surface with the veloc
approximately equal to the phase velocity. The TR instabi
can be scaled from astrophysical objects to laboratory exp
ments, provided the condition~34! holds.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have shown that there is a broad class of astroph
cal objects that can be adequately simulated in high-ene
density laboratory experiments. Those include explod
type II supernovae, nonradiating and radiating jets, and p
toevaporation fronts. A common feature of these phenom
is that they can be adequately described by hydrodyna
equations, with thermal conductivity, viscosity, and mutu
diffusion of various species neglected. Shock waves are
lowed, as well as nonuniformities of the composition. If r
diative losses are negligible, then the similarity conditio
are very nonrestrictive, allowing one to choose from a bro
variety of parameters of a possible simulation experime
The main constraint~which is usually met in the high-
energy-density experiments! is that the matter should indee
be strongly collisional and obey magnetohydrodynam
equations. We call the corresponding similarity ‘‘the Eul
similarity.’’ Adding the radiation leads to a more constrain
system but still some flexibility remains.
The role of viscosity, thermal diffusivity, and particl
diffusivity can be conveniently expressed in terms of dime
sionless numbers, the Reynolds number, the Peclet num
nd the magnetic Reynolds number. All of them are typica
very large in the astrophysical systems, meaning the ne
gible role of dissipative processes for large-scale motions
however, small-scale motions are for some reason import
one should carefully analyze them, to see if dissipative p
cesses are still unimportant. In the case where the dynam
evolution of the system reaches the stage of a stron
developed hydrodynamic turbulence, with a Kolmogoro
type spectrum established, the viscous dissipation certa
comes to play for small-scale vortices. We, howev
have presented arguments that show that, for very la
Reynolds numbers, two systems would behave very simila
at the global scale, even if the Reynolds numbers are
equal~say, 1010 and 106). Moreover, in a number of situa
tions ~e.g., when considering the process of the RT spi
poking through the photosphere of a supernova!, one does
not need to track the evolution of the system to the state
fully developed turbulence; it is sufficient to follow its evo
lution for a couple of turnaround times of large-scale vor
ces. In such a case the Euler similarity works in its dire
form.
Simulation experiments carried out so far demonstr
that indeed various aspects of astrophysical phenomena
be simulated in a scaled fashion. Remarkable progress
been achieved in the studies of hydrodynamics of SN typ
explosions, both at the early stage, before the shock brea
through the photosphere, and at the stage when ejecta b
to interact with the stellar wind and interstellar medium~see
Ref. 1 and references therein!. It has recently been shown52
































































1815Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Magnetohydrodynamic scaling . . .explosion and an implosion; this would allow one to simula
astrophysical explosive events in the gas withg553 in implo-
sions of pellets in IFE experiments.
Radiative jets with parameters similar to the ones me
astrophysical objects have been reproduced. First exp
ments involving jets from Z pinches began. Great potenti
ties of experimental simulations of the photoevaporating m
lecular clouds have been identified. Some of the ear
experiments, whose goal was not related to astrophys
simulations, have, in fact, been carried out in the regime
interest for scaled simulations.
There are many other objects in the sky whose MH
behavior could be simulated in the experiments with inte
lasers and fast Z pinches. We list here a few examples~some
of which are speculative!.
~1! It would be important to simulate current-carrying astr
physical jets, as well as magnetic reconnection and m
netic dynamo. Lasers and Z pinches are well suited
the production and study of plasmas with high beta, a
may prove able to study certain MHD effects in su
plasmas. On the other hand, low-beta effects are m
suitable for the studies in MFE devices.
~2! Rotation is generally a very important factor in astr
physics. There are ways that allow one, in principle,
spin the spherical pellets up in laser experiments.53 De-
veloping this technique could provide a better und
standing of the SN physics.
~3! In the physics of type I supernovae, a very importa
factor is a proper description of hydrodynamics of a
acting matter~fusion reactions are believed to be th
source of energy for type I supernovae!. This problem
may become accessible for the laboratory simulati
when significant fusion reaction rates will be achieved
the future IFE experiments.
~4! The most challenging problem is that of simulatin
gravitational effects arising from the mutual attraction
different parcels of the gas and leading, e.g., to the Je
instability. In the laboratory experiments, mutual gra
tational attraction is extremely small. It may, howeve
be possible to simulate gravitational effects by a ju
cious use of the effects of ionization–recombinati
thermal instabilities, where the matter coalesces
higher-density structures. This phenomenon is known
decades in a gas discharge plasma~e.g., Ref. 54!. Similar
effects have recently been reported in laser produ
plasmas.55 If the basic equations describing such pr
cesses are similar to the hydrodynamic equations
gravitating matter, at least up to the density contras
10 or so, it may become possible to experimentally
dress issues of the global structures56 formed in the Uni-
verse by the Jeans instability~is the ‘‘cellular’’ structure
actually present?!.
This list is by no means complete. There exists a num
of other exciting objects and processes in the Universe
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